SIEGENIA Innovations for you:

TITAN Comfort stay

Your benefits 3:

➊ The window sash does not wobble when it is tilted
open, the heavy window sash gently slides into the
tilt position
➋S
 mooth and convenient operation especially for
heavy sashes and patio doors
➌ Bearing positions protected

Our products and solutions bring spaces to life
and give people a sense of well-being: www.roomcomfort.com.

Window systems
Door systems
Comfort systems

Move heavy
turn-and-tilt
elements practically
independently.
The name is no coincidence, the TITAN Comfort stay makes closing heavy
tilt-and-turn windows and patio doors
from the ventilation position child's play.
When opening in the tilt position, an
integrated power storage unit is activated, which then ensures the easy return
of the sash into the locked position, and
likewise reduces teetering. This ensures
pleasant, convenient and smooth operation and makes the additional comfort
stay an ideal solution for upscale residential constructions but also for bar-

Handles as light
as a feather.

Benefits for fabricators
▪▪ Compatible with TITAN AF and TITAN
iP turn and tilt hardware
▪▪ Minimum installation work
▪▪ Simple installation
▪▪ Small number of components, therefore minimal logistics
▪▪ Additional business thanks to innovation enabling new customer acquisition
▪▪ Easy to retrofit

rier-free buildings, clinics and locations
with frequently changing users. Thanks
to its concealed technology, its appearance always makes an excellent impression. Moreover, the sash smoothly slides
into the tilt position, thus protecting
the bearing points of the heavy window
elements. This makes it exceptionally
durable.
The TITAN Comfort stay demonstrates
further qualities in the production, as
fabricators can rely on trusted processes
when assembling. With many sets, you
only need to replace the standard additional stay with the new solution from
SIEGENIA.
Retrofitting: quick, clean, low cost
The TITAN Comfort stay also offers a
real unique selling point when it comes
to on-site installation. Unlike electrical solutions, it is really impressive as

Benefits for end users
▪▪ Facilitates the operation of large and
heavy sashes
▪▪ Reduces the amount of force required
to close the sash from the tilt position

it manages to go without cables and a

due to integrated lift mechanism

power supply, meaning that it can be

▪▪ The window sash does not wobble

retrofitted quickly, economically and
effortlessly. Due to its compatibility with
all TITAN hardware, it is a top candidate
for retrofit projects.

when it is tilted open
▪▪ Bearing positions protected
▪▪ Retrofit also possible for existing
windows
▪▪ Attractive design thanks to fully concealed technology
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